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COMPARING TWO WEBSTER PRINTINGS
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WILLIAM SUNNERS
Brooklyn, New York
Contest enthusiasts (prize seekers) usually undertake gigantic
projects in an effort to outsmart and outstrip their competitors in
quest of some alluring cash awards. Because most puzzle promotions
in the past used the Merriam- Webster dictionaries as their official
word authorities, I made a page-by-page comparison of the 1937 and
1960 printings of the New International, Second Edition. To an avid
prize- seeker, thi~ undertaking seemed to be a 1! must" eighteen years
ago. In the hope that other logologists might have some use for this
information, I am reproducing the two lists in this article. (Has any
other reader of Word Ways ever attempted such a comparison?)
.A.n examination of the words in the two lists proved quite helpful
to me in subsequent puzzle contests. For example, look at the word
NCHEGA that is omitted from the 1960 printing. This unusual term is
a synonym fo r a specie s of monkey, the chimpanzee. I once participa
ted in a contest based on the names of animals to be formed from a
specified set of alphabetical letter s. My entry was the only one con
taining NCHEGA. Of course, I was immediately challenged to prove
where I found that word in the official dictionary, and. I submitted a
photostatic copy of the page in question. I deduced that it had been re
moved from the text of the earlier printing to make room for three new
vocabulary entries based on Hitler I s peculiar philosophy: NAZIISM,
NAZISM, and NAZIFY. Poor NCHEGA -- another unfortunate victim
of the nasty Nazis!
CASETT A ( small house)
enabled me to construct a rebus puzzle
in another contest. This word appears in the earlier printings, but
was yanked out of the text to make room for new words like CASE
WORKER. Evidently the effects of the Great Depression were being
felt leXicographically, too, as this word- substitution clearly illustrate s.
A CASE WORKER is a person, an employee of a city government, as
signed to investigate or supervise indigent citizens seeking financial
as sistance.
I could continue indefinitely this verbal meditation about cogent
reasons for omitting or adding words, but I will allow you to ponder
upon the connection or relationship between the displaced words and
those that were squeezed into the text. It will be an interesting and en
lightening pastime. Too, in some future word- building contest, a puz
zle promoter will suddenly discover some word that will, in his new
found experience. provide the pasis for eliminating the vast majority
of fee-paying entrants. It took me many long weeks to compile these

ai r mai:
air mar
automat
automat
automat
automat
Bedeau)
bedstea
Ben Da~
benzosc
Berkele
cabin cl
cabin b(
cabin sl
calin
carldod
car te-IE
casetta
cigar pI
colbran
curldod
customi
cysticel
echancr
Eddyisr
Eddyite
fascist·
First G
Fell
formatu
forma u
hallibla
holagog
holarthl
holarthl
Hope ga
hydrone
kerosen
lagomYI
middle
Mimeog
nazaritc
nazirsh
nchega
Nearer
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lists. I am not fully convinced that I discovered all words that were
added or omitted from various printings of the great Merriam- Web
ster Second Edition, the best of the Merriam- Webster dictionaries
ever produced. I hope that some reader, more patient than I, will
find additional words and forward them to our erudite and alert editor.
Omitted from 1960 edition

Omitted from 1937 edition

ai r mail envelope
air mail stamp
automatic gun
automatic opening
automatic piano
automatic rifleman
Bedeaux r s system
bedstead trus s
Ben Day shading machine
benzoso1
Berkeley
cabin clas s
cabin boat
cabin ship
calin
carldoddy
carte-1ettre
casetta
cigar plant
co1brand
curldoddy
customize
cysticerce
echancrure
Eddyism
Eddyite
fascist move ment
Fir st Century Christian
Fellowship
formature
forma urbis
hallib1ash
ho1agogue
ho1arthritis
ho1arthritic
Hope gauge blocks
hydronette
kerosene emulsion
1agomys
midd1e-erd
Mimeograph
nazaritan
nazirship
nchega
Nearer My God to Thee

air -line
a1mach
berkelium
Californium
capeskin (adj. )
carotenoid
case worker
centillionth
centrotus
chili con carne
coping saw
crepe suzette
curium
custom mill
eddy chamber
equine syphilis
fascistic
first class scout
hydatid mole
hydatidocele
hypocor ism
kerosine
mimeographist
Nazify
Naziism
Nazism
-nd (comb. form)
pantothenate
pantothenic
photostability
photostationary
plante r I s punch
private, first class
psychoneurosis
psychoneurotic
quantum- mechanical
quantum me chanic s
Revised Standard Version of
New Testament
servomechanism
sulfito- (comb. form)
sulfo- (comb. form)
sulfon- (comb. form)
sympathy strike
taboparesis
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photo s taticall y
plastic deformation
plastic force
psychon
quantum mutatus abillo
romae (forma urbis)
semiautomatic gun
simple rhythm

taboparetic
tovarich
trust institution
trust man
trust woman
WREN

ONE-SYLLABLE WORDS
Listers do not seem to have given much attention to the phone
tic field, perhaps because spoken English does not have the sat
isfying standardization that make s ne at lists pos sible. How
ever, a large fir st ste.p has been taken in One- Syllable Words
(Columbus: Charles E. Merrill, 1969) by Henry M. Moser,
the director of the Speech and Hearing Clinic at Ohio State Uni
ver sity. He did an earlier ver sion of this work as an aid for
speech therapists, expanding it to its present size as a hobby.
The present version is a large-format spiral-bound book,
xiv + 207 pages, selling for $ 8.95.
The book cover s general American monosyllables, including
colloquial and dialect forms, mostly from NI3. Moser says
that' socially unacceptable, archaic, and obsolete items J sel
dom heard foreign words (including British and Scottish words),
and lesser-known American proper naITles and trade names of
.American manufacturers are omitted. '
The words are arranged in tables with groups of zero to three
initial consonant sounds at the left, groups of zero to five final
consonant sounds at the right, and 16 columns for the letteTs
between, corresponding to 16 medial vowels and diphthongs
(he, hit, hay, heck, hat, hot, hawk, hut, her, hoe hook who
high, how, hoist, hue). The two tables are ordered by fi;st
'
and last sounds, re spectively.
13907 words are listed, repre senting 11533 distinct phonemic
combinations (out of 239552 = 76 x 16 x 197 theoretically possi
ble combinations). The commonest medial is the i of hit (1548)
and the rarest the u of hue ( 166). The commonest initial con
sonant sound is B, the rarest SV (svelte), BY (bure), FW (foie) ,
HY (hure) and SY (ciel). The commone st final consonant
sound is nothing, followed by D, with 25 sounds occurring only
once: for example FTH (fifth) , LKTS (mulcts), LTST (waltzed)
Mos er lists three ten-letter words: SCRAUNCHED,
SCROONCHED, and'SQUIRRELED, the last included on the
argument that words with long vowels or diphthongs followed by
L or R can be pronounced in either a short or a long manner.
(PMC)
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